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Introduction 

%ss longitudinal coupled-bunch 
oscillSCfohs which might limit the capabilities of PEP, 
the IS GPV e +e " storage ring at SLAC, a longitudinal 
feedback systen is utilized. The design has been des
cribed in a paper in the proceedings of the 1979 Acce
lerator Conference.1 A frequency domain feedback sys
tem was chosen with the frequency spectrum of the 
stored beam being sampled close to a symmetry point in 
the r'ng where the feedback cavity Itself Is also loca
ted. The syaroetry point chosen is symmetry point 5 
which Jies half-way between interaction regions 4 and 
6. The system has been installed in PEP and is now 
operational. However, at stored currents up to the 
maximum stored in PEP to date at 14.5 GeV (approximate
ly 40 BA in 6 bunches), the ring has been stable to all 
modes of longitudinal coupled bunch oscillations both 
barycentric and the other fundamental modes. By deli
berately detuning, the main accelerating cavities, small 
multihunch oscillations can be introduced which, in 
turn, can be danped by the feedback sysLea. Under op
timized beam conditions the feedback system could be 
adjusted to positive feedback and excite oscillations 
witi- relatively small power to the feedback cavity. 
This "ill be described along with other details of the 
system. 

Klystron and Cavity 
The system described in Ref. 1 has been built. 

The cavity is a 3-eell slot-coupled n-mode cavity, fa
bricated fron aluninun 6061 alloy. The coupling factor 
6 is 12 and the loaded Q is 1400. The resonant fre
quency is 849.912 HHz which is the 6237 harmonic of the 
ring frequency. The cavity response is shown together 
with the beam frequency spectrum in Fig. 1. The bary-

Fig. 1. Current spectrum a?, symmetry point-

centric mode, 0, is stown together with the other pos
sible nodes, 1 through 5. The upper sidebands shown 
with the downward arroir are the ones which would be 
antI-damped by the parasitic impedances in che ring. A 
photograph of the cavity installed in the ring at sym
metry point 5 is shown in Fig. 2. The cavity is powered 
by a TV klystron VA-995A which is capable of 55 W 
output power. The klystron power supply and the feed
back electronics are computer controlled and the sys
tem can be operated from the PEP control room. 

Feedback Electronics 
In the frequency dc*ain feedback systea certain 

sidebands excited by che nuHibunch oscillation* are 
filtered out and Individually processed, BO their res
pective amplitudes and phase* can b* varied. They are 
then recombined and applied to the three-cell feedback 
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Fig. 2. Photograph of cavity in tunnel. 

cavity which accordingly exerts an accelerating or de
celerating force on each bunch-

Details pertaining to the required instrumentation 
are described here (Fig. 3). Single sideband mixing 
techniq-je£ are used to allow processing of single fre
quency lines. The carrier frequency of 849.912 MHz is 
produced by a local oscillator which could be locked to 
the PEP RF master oscillator frequency of 353.210 MHz 
by dividing the PEP frequency by 32 and then locking to 
the 77th harmonic. 

The frequency spectrum of the stored beans is 
picked up by a horizontal beam position monitor button 
at the symnetry point between two Interaction regions. 
A 10 MHz-wide band of frequencies is then filtered out 
and mixed with the local oscillator in a single side
band type mixer. The desired sidebands appear on two 
IF outputs in quadrature in a frequency band of 1 to 300 
kHz. A total of five pairs of active band pass filters 
further separate the sidebands into five channels. 
Each provides an adjustable gain of 0 to 60 dB and 
limits the signal amplitude by an active feedback cir
cuit to prevent overdriving the following mixers. The 
•Ignals are then upconverted In single sideband aodula-
tors where the local oscillator is applied through a 
360° phaseshifter which allows adjustment of the phase 
of the sideband. 

After combining five signal channels in a strip-
line combiner the signals are amplified in solid state 
amplifiers and a 55 ktf klystron and applied to the 
three-cell feedback cavity. 

The naximum total gain available including eon-
version loss of the sixers is 135 dB. 

Two components in the signal path warrant a more 
detailed description: a) The IF Active Filter circuit 
is shown in Fig. 4. It uses two stage* of amplifica
tion. Since a gain of 60 dB is desired at the highest 
frequency of 27S kHz, wideband RF amplifiers of the 
type MC 1590 Motorola were chosen. They provide a gain 
control input which is used to apply feedback to Unit 
the amplitude of the output signal to 0.4 V as well as 
providing a unual gain adjustment. Two resonant cir
cuits arc stagger tuned as band pass filters with a 
typical 3 dl bandwidth of 10 kHz and 15 dB insertion 
loss at twice the bandwidth. A 10 kHx low pass filter 
circuit is used Instead of a resonant circuit for the 
lowest frequency band of 1-10 kHz. 
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IF actitff filter circuit. 

b) The fingle sideband modulator* (Fig. 5) uie c< 
cially available printed circuit Mixers. A microstrip 
circuit board was laid out which Includes a power di
vider, a 90° hybrid, and two 180° electronic phaueshlf-
ter modules In aeries to provide 360° phase shift. The 
phaseshlfters are of the saw type used elsewhere in 
PEP using varactor dlodea and a parallel inductance.2*3 

For test purposes a 20 dB coupler was added on the 
strlpline circuit board. 

Operation Results 
The lystesi, as installed. Is intended to stabilize 

the five possible fundamental modes of oscillation, 
other than the barycentric mode, since theory Indicated 
that damping of the barycentric mod* by detuning the 
main W cavities has the effect of anti-das* .>g the 
other •odea." At currents up to about 40 aA in 6 bun-
cues at 14.5 CeV this hat not proven to be the case and 

Fig. S. Photograph of Single Sideband Modulator. 

the stored current Is not subject to sultibunch longi
tudinal oscillations. An experiment was made to excite 
BHiltibunch Instabilities by detuning the main accelera
ting cwities to frequencies above the driving frequen
cies atd thus exciting strong baryecntric mode oscilla
tions. The experiment was performed with 6 bunches 
storzd and 27 aA total current at 14.5 G«V. In this 
condition with the sidebands associated with the bary
centric •.'ode {0 mode sidebands) about 20 dl down from 
the corresponding 6240th harmonic of the beta, other 
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fundamental nodes appeared with their sidebands about 
50 dB down from the same beam harmonic. These side
bands could be individually reduced by 6-7 dB by ap
plying feedback through the appropriate feedback chan
nel. The power applied to the cavity in each case was 
about 3-4 kW. Response time measurements could not be 
performed due to the signals being close to the noise 
level. With the same 6 bunches stored at 27 mA but 
damped barycentrlc mode. Fig. 6 is an exaaple of the 
current spectrum at the harmonic number 6237. The side
bands of mode 3 are at least AD dB below the main sig
nal at that harmonic number. An attempt was made to 
excite these sidebands to oscillation by appropriately 
phasing the feedback channel tl, which would carry the 
6 kHz synchrotron frequency signal. This is shown in 
Fig. 7, where it is noted that the upper sideband shows 
the greater Increase. This is a typical example and 
similar effects can be seen on the other modes by pha
sing the appropriate feedback channels. When a single 
bunch is stored in the ring any of the feedback chan
nels can be used to excite the single bunch into oscil
lation, since the current spectrum repeats at each har
monic of the range frequencies. These signals were 
measured by directly observing the signal on a beam 
position monitor on a Fast Fourier Transform Analyzer 
(Fig. 8). The upper trace shows the signals with the 
phase of a feedback channel set for minimum synchrotron 
oscillation. The lower trace is the effect of shift
ing the feedback channel by 160° in phase so that it is 
now anti-damping. A large effect is noted, indicating 
strong anti-damping by the feedback system, with phase 
adjusted for positive feedback. 

Conclusions 

The feedback system as installed is capable of con
trolling longitudinal instabilities In the five funda
mental modes other than the barycentrlc mode. At 14.5 
CeV the PEP ring is stable longitudinally at least up to 
about half the design current in the magnet configura
tion presently In use. However, theoretical prediction'* 
indicates that the risetime of possible modes of Insta
bility increases as the energy decreases with almost a 
factor of five oetween energies of 15 GeV and 5 CeV. 
Since instabilities might be present at unexplored re
gions of energy and current the fast feedback system 
may still find its use. Until that tine, the feedback 
system wJJl not be used during normal ring operation. 
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Fig. 6. Current spectrum at harmonic 
number G237 — six bunches stored, 
total current 27 mA. 
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Fig. 7. Current spectrum, at harmonic 
number 6237 — excited to oscillation 
by feedback channel #1. 

Fig. P. Current spectrum displayed by 
Past Fourier Transform Analyzer. Single 
bunch e~ 2 mA. Top trace ia with feed
back channel #1 optimized for damping 
'ind lower trace Is feedback channel #1 
shifted b> 180° la phase. 


